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Abstract: In this investigation of a spherically symmetric shear free anisotropic
fluid we present a new model of the general relativistic field equations by using
Tewari and Charan [1] solution as a seed solution. The solution is having positive
finite central pressures and central density. The ratio of pressures and density is
less than one and casualty condition is obeyed at the centre. Further, the outmarch
of pressures, density and pressure-density ratio, and the ratio of sound speed to
light is monotonically decreasing. The central red shift and surface red shift are
positive and monotonically decreasing. Further by assuming the suitable surface
density, we have constructed a compact star model with all degree of suitability.
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1. Introduction
A compact stellar object is formed by an equilibrium state which is reached

after condensation and contraction of a massive gas cloud. At this state thermal
radiation pressure together with normal fluid pressure balances the gravitational
binding energy. Various studies are made for understanding the formation of com-
pact star, its physical properties and internal structure by the solution of Einstein’s
field equation. Therefore the static isotropic and anisotropic exact solution which
describes the compact star is caused to enthusiasts the Researchers to conduct the
work in the same field. The study of interior of massive fluid ball can be made by


